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The nucleic acid contents of individual bacterial cells as determined with three different nucleic acid-specific
fluorescent dyes (SYBR I, SYBR II, and SYTO 13) and flow cytometry were compared for different seawater
samples. Similar fluorescence patterns were observed, and bacteria with high apparent nucleic acid contents
(HNA) could be discriminated from bacteria with low nucleic acid contents (LNA). The best discrimination
between HNA and LNA cells was found when cells were stained with SYBR II. Bacteria in different water
samples collected from seven freshwater, brackish water, and seawater ecosystems were prelabeled with
tritiated leucine and then stained with SYBR II. After labeling and staining, HNA, LNA, and total cells were
sorted by flow cytometry, and the specific activity of each cellular category was determined from leucine
incorporation rates. The HNA cells were responsible for most of the total bacterial production, and the specific
activities of cells in the HNA population varied between samples by a factor of seven. We suggest that nucleic
acid content alone can be a better indicator of the fraction of growing cells than total counts and that this
approach should be combined with other fluorescent physiological probes to improve detection of the most
active cells in aquatic systems.
An important goal in oceanography is to predict the responses of ecosystems to environmental perturbations. Therefore, it is essential to understand what factors control the fluxes
of materials and energy within natural ecosystems. It is well
recognized that bacteria play an important role in driving these
fluxes and that relevant controls may be found in the microbial
food webs (1). Over the past 20 years, most of the methods
developed by microbial ecologists to evaluate biomass and
activity have assumed that all bacterial cells in a community
have similar metabolic activities. However, there is some feeling that this assumption is not true (7). The total biomass and
bulk activity determined at both population and community
levels are regulated by interactions occurring at the cellular
level (i.e., virus-bacterium, flagellate-bacterium, bacteriumbacterium interactions). Therefore, which cells are active and
which cells are inactive and what the taxonomic identities of
the organisms are are central questions today in aquatic microbial ecology. The answers to these questions should be very
useful for better estimating the numbers of growing cells and
the cell-specific growth rates and for determining taxonomic
affiliations. Such information is essential for understanding
how phylogenetic components cycle through the active and
inactive states. If the fraction of active cells in a natural community is only a small fraction of the total cells, it is important
to investigate which factors control activation and inactivation
of the cells and to evaluate the specific activities of bacteria in
aquatic ecosystems. This could significantly improve descriptions of the bacterial compartment in ecological models.

The question of whether a bacterial cell is active or inactive
has been a matter of important debate during the last two
decades (3, 11, 23). The controversy is mainly due to some
semantic confusion and to the wide diversity of methods that
are commonly used to determine the relative proportions of
living, active, dormant, inactive, and dead cells (10, 27). There
are at least three categories of cells that should be of ecological
relevance: the actively growing cells which contribute to production of biomass, the living but inactive cells which do not
participate in bacterial production at the time of sampling but
have potential activity (often called dormant cells), and the
dead and inactive cells that should be considered only organic
particles. Although discrimination of these three cellular categories remains unclear (6), the following two methods have
been suggested to determine the fractions of actively growing
cells in complex assemblages: reduction of a fluorogenic tetrazolium dye, 5-cyano-2,3-ditolyl tetrazolium chloride (CTC), by
the electron transport system and determination of the nucleic
acid content of cells after staining with a nucleic acid dye.
The CTC method has been used increasingly in recent years
to enumerate active cells in aquatic ecosystems (4, 14, 16, 21).
Actively respiring cells are generally enumerated by epifluorescence microscopy, but count data can be improved by using
flow cytometry (3, 22). Although at times a good correlation
has been found between the abundance (or percentage) of
CTC-positive cells and bacterial production (5), this method
remains controversial, and several authors have recently
pointed out several drawbacks of the method (11, 20, 25, 26).
The nucleic acid content of individual cells can be easily
analyzed by flow cytometry. This approach has been used in
the last few years by aquatic microbiologists to discriminate
between different subgroups of bacteria, and at least two sub-
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groups of bacteria were generally found in the aquatic ecosystems studied (6, 15, 17). These groups have slightly different
side scatter characteristics, but they differ significantly in fluorescence and, thus, nucleic acid content. Although the different
nucleic acid stains used in studies bind to both DNA and RNA
and provide similar fluorescence distribution patterns, most of
the fluorescence is generally linked to DNA (6). Therefore, the
two subgroups are called the high-DNA-content (HDNA) or
type II and low-DNA-content (LDNA) or type I groups (6, 15).
Different authors have suggested that HDNA cells were more
active than LDNA cells (9, 15), and recently, Gasol et al. (6)
suggested that the percentage of HDNA cells could be used as
a reference for the percentage of actively growing bacteria in
marine planktonic environments.
Validation of methods used to detect and enumerate actively growing cells in the aquatic environment remains difficult
and is generally limited to correlations between counts obtained by different methods and the bulk bacterial production
determined by incorporation of tritiated leucine or thymidine.
One way to determine if the percentage of HDNA bacteria can
really be considered a good indicator of the fraction of actively
growing cells should be to sort bacteria belonging to the two
groups (LDNA and HDNA) after radioactive leucine incorporation and determine the relative specific activity of the cells.
Coupling of radioactive labeling followed by cell sorting was
developed by Servais et al. (19) and has been used to investigate the relationships among cell size, activity, and genetic
diversity (2); Bernard et al. (L. Bernard, P. Lebaron, H. Shäfer,
and G. Muyzer, Abstr. Sixth Eur. Mar. Microbiol. Symp., p. 42,
1998) also used flow cytometry and cell sorting to investigate
the genetic diversity of actively respiring cells (CTC-positive
cells).
In this study, we compared three nucleic acid stains (SYTO
13, SYBR I, and SYBR II) commonly used in aquatic microbiology to determine if they provide similar fluorescence distribution patterns and if at least one of them provides better
discrimination between bacterial subgroups with different nucleic acid contents. SYBR II was used to stain bacterial communities from different ecosystems previously labeled with radioactive leucine. Then we sorted the two subgroups of
bacterial cells having different nucleic acid contents to determine the specific leucine incorporation rate of each subgroup.
The specific activities determined for the different subgroups
and at the community level were compared.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Water samples. Samples were collected between March and July 2000 along
the Mediterranean coast (France) at sites that differed in their physicochemical
characteristics. Seawater samples were collected weekly from 15 March to 4 July
in the Bay of Banyuls-sur-Mer at the SOLA station (42°299N, 3°089E), and
additional samples were obtained in the Banyuls-sur-Mer harbor (42°289N,
3°089E). Brackish water samples were collected in a coastal lagoon (salinity,
30‰), the Leucate Lagoon (42°499N, 2°99E). Samples of freshwater were collected in the Tech River 5 km above the river mouth (42°359N, 2°589E). Five
liters was collected just below the surface in all of the environments studied
except the SOLA station, where water was collected at a depth of 24 m. Samples
were processed in the laboratory within 2 h after collection.
Enumeration of total bacterial cells and HNA and LNA cells by flow cytometry. For flow cytometric analyses, three 1-ml subsamples were incubated with
three nucleic acid stains, 0.5 ml of SYBR I, 0.5 ml of SYBR II, and 2.5 mM SYTO
13 (Molecular Probes Inc.), for 15 min at room temperature in the dark (13).
Counts were obtained with a FacsCalibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, San
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Jose, Calif.) equipped with an air-cooled argon laser (488 nm, 15 mW). Stained
bacteria were discriminated and enumerated by using right angle light scatter
(SSC; related to cell size) and green fluorescence measured at 530 6 30 nm. The
volume analyzed and subsequent cell concentration estimate were calculated by
weighing a sample before and after a 5-min analysis with the cytometer. Fluorescent beads (diameter, 1.002 mm; Polysciences Europe) were systematically
added to each sample analyzed to normalize cell fluorescence emission and light
scatter values. A four-log decade was used for all cytograms. In a plot of green
fluorescence (FL1) versus red fluorescence (FL3) we were able to distinguish
photosynthetic prokaryotes from nonphotosynthetic prokaryotes. The group of
cells with high nucleic acid contents (HNA cells) was discriminated from the
group of cells with low nucleic acid contents (LNA cells). Each subgroup was
delimited on the SSC-versus-FL1 plot by drawing a window (Fig. 1), and cell
abundance was determined for each subgroup. The cytometric noise corresponded to particles which could not be assigned to any population, and this
noise was sometimes close to the LNA subgroup.
Bacterial production. The [3H]leucine incorporation method (12, 18) was used
in this study to estimate bacterial production. Incorporation of [3H]leucine (151
Ci mmol21; Amersham Corp.) was measured at a concentration of 80 nM (5 nM
tritiated leucine and 75 nM nonradioactive leucine); this concentration was
shown to saturate leucine incorporation in the different aquatic systems tested
(data not shown). Samples were incubated in the presence tritiated leucine for 1
to 2 h in the dark at the in situ temperature. After incubation, cold trichloroacetic
acid (TCA) was added (final concentration, 5%), and the samples were filtered
through 0.2-mm-pore-size cellulose acetate membrane filters (Sartorius); the
filters were rinsed four times with 5 ml of cold 5% TCA. The radioactivity
associated with the filters was estimated by liquid scintillation counting, and rates
of incorporation into proteins (expressed in picomoles per liter per hour) were
calculated.
Leucine incorporation followed by cell sorting by flow cytometry. In order to
estimate the contributions of HNA cells and LNA cells to total bacterial activity,
we used a procedure similar to that developed by Servais et al. (19) and used by
Bernard et al. (2) to estimate the contributions of different cell size classes to
bacterial activity in various aquatic systems. The procedure involves labeling
bacteria with [3H]leucine and then sorting different bacterial subpopulations by
flow cytometry in order to estimate the contribution of each sorted subpopulation to the activity of the whole bacterial community.
In this study, HNA and LNA cells were sorted after [3H]leucine labeling in
order to determine the specific leucine incorporation rates of both subpopulations. In parallel, total bacteria were sorted after similar [3H]leucine labeling to
estimate the average specific leucine incorporation rate of the total bacterial
community. From a practical point of view, leucine incorporation was performed
at a final concentration of 80 nM. Only radioactive leucine (151 Ci mmol21;
Amersham Corp.) was added to maximize the detection limit for labeled bacteria. A 5-ml sample was incubated at the in situ temperature for 2 h in the dark
in the presence of [3H]leucine. Incubation was stopped by adding formaldehyde
(final concentration, 2%). Labeled bacteria were then stained with SYBR II by
using the procedure used to determine total counts.
Labeled and stained bacterial cells were then sorted with the FacsCalibur flow
cytometer into three windows defined on a cytogram in which green fluorescence
was plotted against SSC (Fig. 1). The first window (Total bacteria) was drawn
around the total bacterial population; this window was divided into two windows
surrounding the HNA and LNA cells. For all sorting experiments, the salinity of
the sterile sheath fluid was adjusted to the salinity of the sample to avoid cell lysis
or protein release due to osmotic shock. On the flow cytometer we selected the
single-sort mode, in which sorting occurs only if a single target cell is identified.
The results give high purity with less emphasis on recovery and the most accurate
counts of sorted cells.
Sorted cells were enumerated in this way and collected at the outlet of the flow
cytometer directly on a 0.2-mm-pore-size membrane filter (acetate cellulose
Sartorius filter). The sorting was stopped when the number of sorted cells was
between 300,000 and 500,000 in order to obtain measurable radioactivity on the
filter. Ten milliliters of cold 5% TCA was added to the filter in order to precipitate macromolecules and to rinse the membrane. After 10 min, the TCA was
eliminated by filtration, and the radioactivity associated with the sorted bacteria
was estimated by liquid scintillation counting.
In a previous study, this sorting procedure for the total bacterial population
was shown to give results similar to the results obtained by direct measurement
of bacterial activity without cell sorting (19). The average specific activity of the
total bacterial community (expressed in moles of leucine incorporated per cell
per hour) was determined by dividing the radioactivity incorporated by the
bacteria in the total-bacteria window by the number of sorted cells in this
window. Similarly, the average specific activities of the HNA and LNA cells were
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RESULTS

FIG. 1. Flow cytometric analysis of natural seawater collected at
the SOLA station. Bacterial cells were stained with SYBR II (a),
SYBR I (b) and SYTO 13 (c). HNA and LNA cells are delimited by
windows on each cytogram.

calculated by using the radioactivities associated with the cells in the HNA and
LNA windows. Duplicate labeling experiments were not performed because of
both the high cost and the long time required for these experiments. However,
for several samples, a coefficient of variation of 9% was estimated for the specific
activity of the total bacterial population determined by radioactive labeling
followed by cell sorting after SYBR II staining.

Comparison of nucleic acid stains. Three blue nucleic acid
stains which are commonly used (SYBR I, SYBR II, and
SYTO 13) were compared to determine if they provided the
same counts of total, HNA, and LNA cells and to determine
which of them resulted in better discrimination of LNA and
HNA cells. The mean fluorescence and scatter values for each
category of cells and the mean ratios determined for HNA and
LNA cells are shown in Table 1. For each category of cells, the
mean scatter values did not vary significantly for the different
dyes, and the highest ratio of HNA cells to LNA cells was
obtained with SYBR II. In contrast, the mean intensity of
fluorescence varied greatly for the different stains, and the
same trend was observed for each category of cells. The fluorescence of SYBR I-stained cells was greater than that of
SYTO 13- or SYBR II-stained cells. However, the highest ratio
of fluorescence of HNA cells to fluorescence of LNA cells was
observed with SYBR II-stained cells. Therefore, although
SYBR I-stained cells were more fluorescent and better discriminated from the background fluorescence (noise) than
cells stained with the other dyes, better discrimination between
HNA and LNA cells was obtained with SYBR II-stained cells.
These differences between dyes are shown at least in part in
Fig. 1; for this sample, the ratios of the mean fluorescence
values for HNA and LNA cells were 6.3, 4.4, and 5.2 for
subsamples stained with SYBR II, SYBR I, and SYTO 13,
respectively. The correlation coefficients determined for total,
HNA, and LNA cell counts are shown in Table 2. Total and
HNA cell counts were highly correlated for the three dyes, but
the correlation for the LNA cell counts was not as good. This
was due to the low signal/noise ratio generally observed when
natural communities are stained (Fig. 2). On the basis of these
results, SYBR II was chosen for cell sorting experiments because the first objective of this study was to discriminate HNA
cells from LNA cells. We preferred using the terms HNA and
LNA rather than HDNA and LDNA because the fluorescence
of SYBR II-stained bacteria depends on both DNA and RNA.
Cell sorting experiments. Seven ecosystems, including freshwater, brackish water, and marine water ecosystems, were sampled for the cell sorting experiments. After leucine incorporation, samples were fixed and stained with SYBR II. Then the
total, HNA, and LNA cells were sorted, and the radioactivity in
each cell fraction was determined. All of the results are shown
in Table 3, whereas the cytograms corresponding to the samples are shown in Fig. 2.
Two bacterial subgroups could be discriminated for all natural communities, but the fluorescence and scatter parameters
varied greatly between samples (Fig. 2). The best discrimination was obtained for freshwater samples. In brackish water
and seawater samples, discrimination between the two subgroups was more subjective.
The percent contribution of HNA cells to the total cell
counts varied from 39.9 to 81.4% (Table 3). The specific activity of HNA cells was always higher than those of total and
LNA cells (Table 3). The highest specific activities of the total
community and of the HNA bacteria were in two samples
taken in the harbor of Banyuls-sur-Mer and in the Tech River
(Table 3). The specific activity of the LNA cells was generally
very low compared with the specific activity of the HNA cells.
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TABLE 1. Scatter and fluoresence values for total, HNA, and LNA cells as determined after staining with
different nucleic acid dyes (SYTO 13, SYBR I, and SYBR II)a
Mean scatter

Mean fluorescence

Nucleic acid
stain

Total cell value

HNA cell value

LNA cell value

Ratio of HNA
cell value to
LNA cell value

Total cell value

HNA cell value

LNA cell value

Ratio of HNA
cell value to
LNA cell value

SYTO 13
SYBR I
SYBR II

0.024 6 0.006
0.022 6 0.005
0.024 6 0.007

0.025 6 0.008
0.024 6 0.007
0.026 6 0.008

0.016 6 0.003
0.015 6 0.003
0.016 6 0.003

1.61 6 0.46
1.63 6 0.43
1.72 6 0.45

0.184 6 0.034
0.252 6 0.025
0.154 6 0.025

0.262 6 0.048
0.329 6 0.033
0.210 6 0.026

0.056 6 0.011
0.079 6 0.014
0.043 6 0.010

4.75 6 0.84
4.32 6 0.96
4.88 6 1.36

a
Means 6 standard deviations were determined for samples collected at different times at the SOLA station (n 5 16). The scatter and fluorescence values were
normalized with fluorescent beads.

The ratio of the specific activities of the HNA and LNA cells
was lowest for the SOLA station samples (2.7 and 3.8). In these
samples, the contribution of the LNA cells was not insignificant (20 to 25% of the total bacterial community). The bacterial communities in these samples also were the less active
bacterial communities. In other samples, the contribution of
LNA cells to the total production was low and never represented more than 4.2% of the total production. In contrast, the
contribution of HNA cells to production was very high, and the
average contribution of these cells to the total activity was
sometimes close to 100%. The lowest contributions were found
for the less active communities (SOLA station samples). Some
contribution values were slightly higher than 100% because the
relative contributions of the HNA, LNA, and total cells were
determined with different subsamples. The correlation between total bacterial production and HNA cell production was
very good (Fig. 3).
Although it was not possible to apply the cell sorting procedure to more samples, the correlation between HNA cell
counts and total production was determined for a large number of samples. These samples included the temporal samples
obtained at the SOLA station to investigate the potential use
of HNA cell counts as an indicator of community activity (Fig.
4). The two parameters were highly correlated, but this correlation was due in part to the wide range of production values.
When values were determined only for samples collected
weekly at the SOLA station (n 5 19), the correlation was not
as good, and the relationship between HNA cell counts and
bulk activity was far from clear.
DISCUSSION
Comparison of nucleic acid dyes. The different methods
used to determine total cell counts were compared to determine if at least one of the three dyes commonly used provides
better discrimination of HNA cells. The comparison was perTABLE 2. Correlation coefficients for total, HNA, and LNA cell
counts obtained with the different dyes for samples taken at
different times at the SOLA station (n 5 16)
Correlation coefficients
Cells

SYTO 13 vs
SYBR I

SYTO 13 vs
SYBR II

SYBR I vs
SYBR II

Total
HNA
LNA

0.97
0.82
0.47

0.96
0.79
0.48

0.97
0.87
0.56

formed with samples collected weekly at the SOLA station.
The total cell counts correlated well, and the results obtained
by all of the methods are comparable. This result is in good
agreement with the results of other comparative studies (6, 13,
17), suggesting that all these dyes can be used to determine
total cell counts. However, the greater mean fluorescence of
total, HNA, and LNA cells stained with SYBR I was not found
in a previous study (13). This may be partially explained by the
low level of bacterial production recorded at the SOLA sampling station since less active cells have a lower RNA content
and SYBR I has a higher quantum yield when it binds to DNA
than when it binds to RNA, whereas SYTO 13 and SYBR II
have a lower affinity for DNA and a higher affinity for RNA
(13). These differences have little effect on detection of HNA
cells, and the good correlations obtained for HNA cell counts
suggest that all of the dyes can be used to enumerate HNA
cells. Inversely, the correlations for LNA cell counts were not
so good. This can be explained by the lower fluorescence of
LNA cells stained with SYTO 13 and SYBR II, which results
in more interactions between cells and noise and, consequently, less-accurate counts. Obviously, this interaction has an
insignificant effect on the total cell counts but is more apparent
when LNA cells are counted. Therefore, SYBR I should be
preferred when accurate quantification of both LNA and HNA
cells is desired. However, SYBR II was preferred to the other
dyes for cell sorting experiments for two reasons. First, this dye
provides the highest fluorescence and scatter ratios for HNA
and LNA cells and the best discrimination of the two subgroups. Second, assuming that SYBR II stains RNA with a
higher quantum yield than other dyes (14) and that LNA cells
are nongrowing cells (6), this dye should provide better discrimination of the two subgroups in the most productive ecosystems by increasing the fluorescence of actively growing cells
(HNA cells) with no increase in the fluorescence of LNA cells.
Activities of HNA and LNA cells. The high correlation between the activity of HNA sorted cells and the total cell activity
suggested that HNA cells were responsible for a very large
fraction of the bulk activity. The calculated contribution of
HNA cells to the bulk activity was sometimes as great as 100%
of the total bacterial production. This confirms the results of
Gasol et al. (6) which suggested that HNA cells are the dynamic members of natural communities. Furthermore, HNA
cells represented significant fractions of the total communities
and accounted for at least 40%, and sometimes up to 80% of
the total cells. This does not necessarily mean that all HNA
cells are active members of the community nor that all HNA
cells have high cell-specific rates of production, but it clearly
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FIG. 2. Flow cytometric analysis of water samples collected in the Tech River, including samples Tech 1 (a), Tech 2 (b), and Tech 3 (c); in the
Leucate Lagoon (d); at the SOLA station, including samples SOLA 1 (e) and SOLA 2 (f); and in the Banyuls-sur-Mer harbor (g). HNA and LNA
cells are delimited by windows on each cytogram.

demonstrates that bacterial cells in natural waters are not
equally active and that an important fraction of natural communities, at least the fraction consisting of LNA cells, is inactive or dead. It also confirms previous hypotheses based on the

use of specific tests to determine the fraction of inactive or
dead cells (8, 11, 28). The small but significant contribution of
LNA cells to the bulk activity found for the two samples collected at the SOLA station was more likely due to poor dis-
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TABLE 3. Total counts and percentages of HNA and LNA cells in the samples analyzed in the cell sorting experiments

Sample

Total count
(108 cells liter21)

% of
HNA cells

% of
LNA cells

Tech 1
Tech 2
Tech 3
Leucate
Harbor
SOLA 1
SOLA 2

1.61
5.29
2.5
6.02
1.02
0.9
1.48

53.4
73.5
72.0
39.9
81.4
51.1
48.6

46.6
26.5
28.0
60.1
18.6
48.9
51.4

a
b
c

Sp act (10223 mol of
leucine liter21 h21)a
Total
cells

HNA
cells

LNA
cells

51
288
170
62
421
48
40

75
408
233
143
464
68
59

6
5.5
13
NDc
29
25
15.6

Ratio of HNA
cell sp act to
LNA cell sp act

12.5
74.2
17.9
ND
16
2.7
3.8

Production
(pmol liter21 h21)b

% of total
production

Total
cells

HNA
cells

LNA
cells

HNA
cells

LNA
cells

82
1,523
425
373
429
43.2
59

64.5
1,588
420
343
385
31.3
42.7

3.5
4.8
6.5
ND
5
11
11.6

78.6
104
98.8
91.9
89.7
72.4
72.4

4.2
0.3
1.5
ND
1.2
25.4
19.7

Specific activity was determined after cell sorting.
Determined by multiplying the specific activity by the count.
ND, not determined.

crimination between the two subgroups (Fig. 2) and probably
due to inclusion of some active cells in the LNA cell subgroup.
Poor discrimination between the two subgroups was always
observed when the differences between the specific activities of
LNA and HNA cells were the lowest, as was the case for the
SOLA station samples (Table 3). Similar poor discrimination
was reported by Gasol and del Giorgio (7), and this suggests
that it may sometimes be difficult to obtain accurate HNA cell
counts when the two subgroups are not clearly separated. In
this case, the reproducibility of HNA cell count data may have
been low for different samples for a given operator and for
different operators for a given sample. Objective separation
between the two subgroups should be improved by developing
appropriate software.
Jellett et al. (9) suggested that the percent contribution of
HDNA cells to the bacterial community could be used as an
active cell index. This was congruent with the results previously
reported by Li et al. (15) showing that HDNA cells grew faster
than LDNA cells. This idea was further investigated by Gasol
et al. (6), and these authors suggested that the percentage of
HDNA cells could be used as a reference for the percentage of
actively growing bacteria in marine planktonic environments.
Their results were based on different correlations obtained for
counts of LDNA, HDNA, and total bacteria during microcosm
experiments. In this study, we directly measured the activity of
targeted cells, and we confirmed that most of the bulk activity
resulted from HNA cells.

FIG. 3. Correlation between HNA cell activity and total bacterial
production (Prod) determined from seven samples.

Significance of the HNA and LNA subgroups. The significance of HNA and LNA cells remains questionable from a
physiological point of view. The high nucleic acid content of
HNA cells can be explained in different ways. If we assume that
HNA cells are active cells, they may include virus-infected cells
in which viruses can multiply, cells containing plasmids, growing cells with a significant RNA content, and/or cells with
multiple copies of the genome. Inversely, Gasol et al. (6) hypothesized that LNA cells may include an important fraction
of dead cells because most of these cells are not responsive to
environmental changes; assuming that active bacteria were included in the LNA fraction, then the separation between LNA
and HNA cells should not exist. We fully agree with this hypothesis, but if we assume that LNA cells are inactive and
nonviable cells with damaged membranes having more or less
degraded DNA, then HNA cells should be intact cells containing at least a single genome and should obviously include cells
with a wide range of activities from inactive to rapidly growing.
This hypothesis was supported by the fact that the fluorescence
intensity of some isolated marine bacteria in late stationary
phase containing one genome was always within the range of
intensities found for the HNA subgroup (data not shown). The
heterogeneity of individual cell-specific activities in the HNA
subgroup was also suggested by the poor correlation found
between HNA cell counts and total production at the SOLA
station. This poor correlation may be explained by the low
activity at this oligotrophic station and, more likely, by the fact
that the activity of HNA cells may be heterogeneous and, thus,
HNA cells may include a wide gradient of activity from inactive
to very active. For all samples, HNA cells were always distributed in a wide range of scatter values since the ratios of the
width of the peak to the height of the peak on scatter histograms (as given by the flow cytometer software and called
coefficients of variation) ranged from 80 to 110. As SSC is
clearly related to cell size (6, 24), this finding means that the
cell volumes of HNA cells vary within a wide range of sizes.
Therefore, if we consider the relationship which was recently
demonstrated between cell size and activity (2, 19), the data
suggest that the activity of HNA cells varies greatly within the
HNA subgroup. This is congruent with the idea developed by
Gasol et al. (6) that “bacterial single cell activity in a given
aquatic assemblage varies continuously from high to low metabolism.”
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FIG. 4. Correlation between HNA cell counts and total bacterial production (Prod) determined from all samples. (Inset) Correlation
determined only from SOLA station samples (data in the circle).

Conclusion. From this study, we concluded that the HNA
subgroup is responsible for the most important part of the bulk
activity and that the activity in this subgroup is heterogeneous.
We suggest that nucleic acid content alone can be used as a
better indicator of the fraction of growing cells than total cell
counts and that this approach should be combined with other
physiological parameters to improve detection of the most
active cells in aquatic systems. To our knowledge, this is the
first study which demonstrated by a direct approach that a
fraction of bacteria is responsible for the bulk activity and that
significant fractions of natural assemblages are composed of
inactive cells. Although there is strong evidence that the nucleic acid content of individual cells is not enough to discriminate between the less active cells and the more active cells,
additional techniques based on multiparametric approaches
should be developed to combine the staining procedure used
to stain nucleic acids with other fluorescent physiological
probes in order to provide more accurate evaluation of cellspecific activities. Our results address new questions, such as
how and at what rate LNA cells are produced and how long
they persist in the environment. Another question involves the
diversity of species in both fractions. Do some species occur in
both fractions, and if so, what are the consequences of this
heterogeneity in terms of diversity and function?
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